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Usage

This source is considered a primary reference for the following articles (see annotation below):

- Introduction to Systems Engineering
- Scope and Context of the SEBoK
- Systems Engineering: Historic and Future Challenges
- Systems Engineering Core Concepts
- What is a System?
- Systems Thinking
- Engineered System Context
- Systems Engineering and Management
- Life Cycle Models
- System Life Cycle Process Models: Iterative
- System Life Cycle Process Models: Vee
- Concept Definition
- Business or Mission Analysis
- System Definition
- System Requirements
- Logical Architecture Model Development
- Physical Architecture Model Development
- System Realization
- System Integration
- System Validation
- System Verification
- System Deployment
- Operation of the System
- System Maintenance
- Information Management
- Planning
- Assessment and Control
- Product and Service Life Management
Annotation

The Handbook summarizes the baseline knowledge of systems engineering (SE). It is used in the KA to help identify how general systems ideas apply to SE. This reference provides the engineered system perspective on systems and an overview of the common SE life cycle and processes.

Note, the most recent version of the INCOSE Handbook is v4.0 published in July 2015. Where appropriate, the SEBoK v1.4 makes specific reference to this new version. However, in most instances the reference remains to v3.2.2 until such time as a through review of the substance of the reference has been completed.
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